
Envision Courthouse presentation to Public Arts Commission 

September 24, 2014 

Meeting Notes 

Presenting: 

Kris Krider 

In attendance:  

Interdepartmental team member Angela Adams and Working Group member Leo Sarli 

 

Comments from Art’s Commission membership during post presentation discussion 

Cultural facility: 

 1993 SP called for performing art center 

 More study essential around need for a center – consider demand, size, partnerships etc. 

 Should be a community conversation 

 very interested in cultural center, possible theatre 

 Need to get beyond Artisphere, inhibiting ACA's abilities to speak to community at large about 

cultural needs that doesn't begin & end with Artisphere; possible collaboration with heritage 

museum 

 What kind of info can ACA be collecting as commission to help this decision? 

 Currently no theatre on Orange Line 

 What can ACA do? 

 Request new Cultural Affairs Director leader to complete a needs analysis - inventory of existing 

cultural facilities, needs/wants for future; articulate key next steps - how much, where, how big 

here at CHS; CPHD can come back to further discuss this  

 (2030 study redux?) 

Envision Courthouse plan: 

 Purpose to create outline for future creation of great public space / same is true for civic 

buildings and cultural facility 

 Start to take the asphalt back now - temporary public art activities - take back the square - 

another way that ACA can help, help to advocate County leadership to find the money now for  

 other wild card - talk of room in civic building that would seat a number of people; that is a 

mysterious venue, what, where, has some possibilities, could be used for artistic events, working 

through the channels, conversation is not happening, seem to be some forces at work, UDR staff 

is handicapped, process/product reflects this, just started to touch on what are our attitudes 

toward the County building, bypass of some of these key issues, not staff's fault, for instance, two 

memorial trees are "sacred cows" and we aren't able to have a real conversation about what this 

is costing us, process has been difficult to engage, big holes in it 



 from the design perspective, location of County building is in the wrong place, should be at 

Strayer or Landmark site 

 If we imagine where all possible best sites are for future County building it could be Strayer or 

Landmark to N or Verizon plaza to S or combined CSW & AMC site are all good locations - jail also 

a good site - another sacred cow 

 South end - good place to take advantage of the depressed site and elevate it 

 Civic building should not be too high 

 Green is important - don't want to design around trees; should maybe show civic building at 

northern end of the open space 

 Trees - all mothers of Arlington (dying); all soldiers of 1st world war (replacement) as memorials - 

lots of ways to continue ideas of memorials without keeping trees 

Next steps: 

 ACA has opportunity to make some things happen in short term (via public art) 

 Looking for ACA support as action item with CB next April 2015 

 Would be good to hear back from staff on what facilities are needed 

 


